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“The truth doesn’t always make a good story does it!”

Kelly cooks up a storm in Ballygar

Kelly’s Facebook warning to Crystal Swing’s fans
Claretians were stunned this
week by the news that young
defender Luke Kelly has just
received a lifetime ban from
the annual Ballygar Carnival,

following what was described as “concerning, stalkerish behaviour” during this
year’s extravaganza in the
sleepy Galway village.

Final alternative
Loyal Tyrone supporter Paddy Donaghy has decided to
run his own alternative All
Ireland Final day this year, as
he hosts a marathon showing

of all of Tyrone’s All Ireland
Final appearances, starting
with the tear-jerkers of 1986
and 1995, and culminating
with the trilogy of epics in
2003, ’05 and ’08.
All attendees at the event in
Donaghy’s house will receive
a special edition red waterproof coat (retro sponsored
by WJ Dolan), so that they
can totally immerse themselves in the event (left).
Tickets can be purchased at
the door, while food and
drink will be provided free of
charge.

Kelly, who has been attending the glorified cattle mart
every year since he was 3, is
said to have developed an
unhealthy fixation for the
popular local singer Crystal
Swing, to the point that he
renamed her My Crystal
Meth and refused to allow
the singer to go on stage to
perform, in case anyone else
would look at her.
Kelly, an avid fan of the hit
TV show Breaking Bad, posted a warning on Crystal
Swing’s facebook page informing her legion of fans of
her new name.

Captain
Crimson

When approached for comment about his son’s behaviour, John Kelly told The
Echo that he couldn’t speak
at that point as he was in the
middle of a “cook”.

Stalking Crystal: Luke Kelly

half baked apology. It’s more
responsibility than I realised.

“My hair has suffered most”
he continued. “First it went
Popular Claretian captain
orange, then yellow and now
Barry Lynch (below) has
it is actually crimson. Hopeopened up to The Echo about
fully next year’s captain will
the dramatic hair colour
be bald. I’d hate anyone to
changes that have taken
suffer the way that I have.”
place throughout the season.
“It’s the pressure” a tearful
Lynch explained. “When I
accepted the captaincy, I
never knew that there would
be so much involved in it.
“I mean, I’m expected to
turn up on time for matches
to take the toss. There’s no
more of this waltzing up at
half-time and giving some

